From: David Davis
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2015 11:37 AM
To: maria email redacted
Subject: Our conversation today
Dear Maria,
I know I mentioned talking today to go over the next step in fixing this situation and
getting Todd help.
I have to admit based on all your previous actions, our phone conversation two years ago,
everything I was told and everything I have found out, I really thought you knew. Since
you are telling me that you didn’t know what was going on and taking that at face value, I
think you need a little more time to digest and deal with this information and talk to
someone (Pastor Landon would be a really good call). As a man and based on my actions
(I am taking the biggest risk as I have already been threatened by Todd), I am taking the
necessary steps to make sure my nephew and sisters are protected in this situation and I
am asking “if” you want to be involved in fixing this. Help, is defined as not continuing
to enable or defend Todd and his actions but get him to make amends, into a 12 step
program and realize that there are consequences for his actions (This will ensure this
doesn’t happen again and protect your family – I know I never entered into that equation,
this isn’t a complaint but a statement of fact based on your actions not words – the
actions have been to write me off as expendable). I am focusing on fixing this because I
do love my sisters (regardless of how they feel about me based on not knowing all the
facts) and want to protect my nephew (I know by taking this action I am risking never

getting to see him or have a real relationship with him the way I do my other nephew but
it is a step I have to take – I take being an uncle very seriously) and will not let this
situation go unchecked anymore (Regardless of the consequences to me). By this action, I
am risking my inheritance from my grandmother (This should show I am not doing this
based on money) and I am more concerned with establishing healthy boundaries for Todd
regarding the “family” and letting him know there are consequences for violating the
trust given a father and grandfather. Whether the father cares about that family member
or not is not relevant, certain lines should never be crossed (Again, Actions).
Please don’t take my giving you more time to process this as anything less than knowing
the hell you are going through (If you really didn’t know) as I have been living with this
for a long time. Because I love my sisters, I tried to bury this at great personal sacrifice
both financially and emotionally by walking away. There is nothing quite like your father
thinking of you as an expendable prostitute, who steals from you, uses you as a beard for
his hooker habit (among other things and for last 30 years (Since the custody battle in his
words – Again Actions) has had this plan (He knew what his actions were doing to me).
To be blunt, considering the small amount (From the strong push back on this I have a
feeling the amount is bigger and I know there have been financial issues with Brookside
that you guys have been dealing with for years – I know Lampasas has been supporting
you), had I been asked, I would have written you guys a check just to skip the
nightmares. The hard costs to me for just handling the nightmares, I had to find three
specialist for this and Sarah had wake up ever night for a year with me screaming at the
top of my lungs and swinging my fists trying to defend myself came to about 10 grand.
She is a saint for putting up with it and helping me get help instead of continuing to

ignore it. The spiritual cost to my soul is you can’t put a price on. I consider the hell I
have been through my personal penance for allowing myself to be sucked into helping
him but I am done with that now as I have to focus on fixing this. While you and Todd
haven’t asked me how this has affected me, but immediately went into the effect on you,
I thought you should know what I have been through. I am trying to spare Madison and
Lisa this feeling as no amount of money can make it right. I am going to do everything I
can to spare them what I went through short of direct lying, enabling or defending Todd’s
behavior.
I flew not once but twice to Oklahoma to go to the ranch and pray by Grandma’s grave,
asking for guidance for what to do on this one. Further, I have sought spiritual counseling
to make amends for my part in it and I get down on my knees every day and ask for
God’s forgiveness for my part in it. I live by a very simple philosophy, your actions and
your words are the only thing you take with you from this world. I know from my
experiences in the hospital (Dying twice and being in a coma for 28 days) that this
philosophy holds up. I know you aren’t concerned with my spiritual welfare but I am
trying to show you my resolve in this matter and where I am coming from. I am coming
to you to try enlist your help in this matter to set things straight but I have to be
comfortable with the outcome or I will take the next step. The two things that kept me
taking the next step without consulting you and giving you a chance to circle the wagon’s
(go to the girls and family directly and perform a “character assassination 101” on me –
This did happen a little when I was debating confronting Todd two years ago – I saw the
preview of this at both of grandma’s funerals – luckily my mother backed up by your
sister set the Oklahoma preacher straight, unfortunately at the Texas service I got to hear

how I was never around from the pulpit at my grandmothers funeral – If he only knew
“Why”).
I feel a responsibility in protecting my sisters and nephew from discovering the truth
about their father/grandfather (This may be a mistake but I was happier when I thought
he just didn’t care about me – showing me who he really is was a bonus I didn’t need)
and I really like your family (Sisters, Brothers, Father, Mother, Cousins, Etc.) and I am
trying to save them the embarrassment, hurt and shock from this one. They always
showed me kindness and I miss them being in my life (However the actions taken by the
“family” at this point have made my being around quite impossible). I am trying to put
how I feel away and deal with the situation but as you can see in this email, it is difficult
at times and that is why I understand your initial reaction to my email on Sunday. The
decision on what you do is yours alone but I tell you in advance, things like “I am only
going to talk about this once and then never discuss it again” are non-starters and
enabling/manipulating behavior is only going to make me take the next step. Once Lisa
and Madison are looped in, there are about 8 steps after (If you aren’t on board there is no
way they will have it in them to deal with this, however if we can’t figure this out they
will be given that choice) that and this situation must be dealt with. I don’t want to share
this pain but I will to fix this and ensure it never happens to my sisters, nephew or me
again. I will not risk this not being addressed and being a part of any of the following
things happening:

1. Todd pulls power trip behavior with another hooker by not paying her and then
her or her pimp shots him and dumps the body in a dumpster (This will make a
great headline and destroy Madison, Lisa and my Nephew).
2. Todd decides to “bond” with my nephew (Please see what happened to me for
results).
3. Todd spends all of the money grandma left her grandchildren (At any one of the
numerous times grandma told us of her final wishes, the only thing Todd had to
do was correct her, not only did he not do that but validated it on Thanksgiving in
front of the entire family telling all of us “Think of all the money your making on
Lampasas going to your grandkids and how happy they will be” Knowing what he
had planned – This activity is much like him telling the hooker he was going to
pay her, all the while knowing he wasn’t – He gets off on this behavior and it is
dangerous and manifests itself in ways that hurt the family directly – The lines to
not cross are fading for him because they are not being enforced – You have been
enabling this one since the beginning and boundaries need to be set – your
argument the girls are going to be very well taken care of isn’t appropriate as it
ISNT YOUR MONEY BUT THEIRS and I don’t want to be part of enabling this
shit anymore nor hear from them why didn’t you do something when he dies and
the money is gone) on hookers. He literally was pricing out moving one of his
“favorite” Chinese prostitutes to live in Texas as his girl friend (Approximate cost
120 grand a year). Maria, if you really didn’t know, WHERE is he getting the
money to feed his habit.
4. Todd dying in a whore house and everyone finding out that way (Again headline).
I am saving you a scandal and headline, more than you know.
5. The effect this all has on me, if I continue to let it go. As a man I am not going to
risk the above and I will do whatever it takes to make sure it doesn’t happen. No
one has shown they care about me to this point (Including myself, when it was
just the money, I walked) but the situation has now changed and I am going to do
what I feel is right to fix this no matter what the cost. My healing is doing
everything I can to fix this disaster and by taking this action I am taking care of
myself as well. Also, it is no longer acceptable to think of me as expendable in
this situation. Thinking I am expendable or will go away is only going to make
this bigger.

We can do this one on one or if you need spiritual guidance, I suggestion we reach out to
Pastor Landon and have him help us. This will ensure you have someone to help guide
you through this process. As long as Todd makes amends for his behavior (I have some
ideas on this, some that may save his soul), and we get mechanisms in place to protect the
girls, my nephew, the women and me this will go no further (This is something we need

to figure out but I have done a lot of research). Let’s try and talk in the afternoon (12pm
PST) on Saturday and work this out if possible.

If you don’t want to be involved, I understand and I will take the next step.
Sincerely,
D

